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A B S T R A C T   
The increase in electricity prices along with a decrease in the price of storage systems has led to a rapid ex-
pansion of the photovoltaic (PV) home storage system market, particularly in Germany. In order to be eco-
nomically viable, PV home storage systems must fulfil certain performance criteria. The overall performance and 
achievable self-sufficiency ratio of a PV battery home storage system depends on (i) the efficiencies of the system 
components, (ii) the standby consumption, (iii) the reaction time of the home storage system as well as (iv) the 
intelligence of the overall system control software. So far, PV home storage system still show very big differences 
in their performance. However, poor system performance can result in the system being no longer economic 
viable. Up to now, there have been only a few studies that deal with the evaluation and systematic comparison of 
the performance of PV home storage systems. For this paper the performance of 12 commercially available PV- 
battery systems has been analysed with a focus on the overall system efficiency. The efficiency of the systems is 
mainly influenced by the battery efficiency, power conversion efficiency and standby consumption of the dif-
ferent system components. Therefore, a testing and evaluation method has been developed. In this work the 
method as well as the results of the systems are presented. A detailed study of the influence of the effects of the 
individual losses on both total energy and monetary losses was carried out. It is shown that power conversion has 
the greatest influence on energy and monetary losses. For the systems under evaluation the monetary losses per 
year due to battery efficiency losses range between 2 €/a and 40 €/a. Monetary losses due to conversion losses 
range between 33 €/a and 137 €/a and due to standby consumption between 1 €/a and 46 €/a. The individual 
losses can be summed up to give a total loss, which lies between 44 €/a and 174 €/a.   
1. Introduction 
Energy storage systems, in particular those employing lithium-ion 
batteries, coupled with renewable energy sources are set to play a vital 
role in ensuring a reliable and clean energy supply, and are thus an 
important part of the energy transition. A significant increase in the 
market penetration of such systems depends to a large degree on their 
cost effectiveness within the specific application. Recent price reduc-
tions [1,2] as well as rapid technological developments in the home 
storage system market have resulted in several systems on the German 
market that are already economically favourable as compared to simple 
grid-connected electricity consumption [3,4]. In this context it is im-
portant to note that it is not only the up-front purchasing costs but also 
the quality and performance of a storage system that have a significant 
influence on the total cost. System performance is influenced by the 
efficiency of the different PV home storage system components as well 
as by the control quality and control strategy [5–9]. However, in the 
following the term system performance mainly refers to the system 
efficiency and the control quality. Individual studies have already dealt 
with the performance analysis of storage systems. Benatiallah et al. and 
Ma et al., for example, evaluate the performance of a PV home storage 
system in real use by analysing the losses of individual components 
[10,11]. Yet in order to be able to compare systems with each other 
before installation, methods are necessary to evaluate the performance 
not only in the installed state. First suggestions for the characterization 
of storage system performance can be found in Braun et al. [12]. 
However, the publication does not include measurement data. In March 
2017 the first version of the “Efficiency Guideline for PV-storage sys-
tems” [13] was published. Since July 2019 a second version is available  
[14]. The document describes measurement procedures to determine 
the efficiency of the battery, the efficiency of the power conversion 
paths, the standby consumption and the control quality of PV home 
storage systems. The measurement procedures are performed on PV 
home storage systems that are integrated within a hardware-in-the-loop 
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X placeholder for the different losses 
d day 
y year 
EL,X,y energy losses X during one year /kWh 
EL,X,d energy losses X during one day /kWh 
e reduction in grid feed-in 
gc increase in grid consumption 
EL,X,e energy losses X that lead to a reduction in grid feed- 
in /kWh 
EL,X,gc energy losses X that lead to an increase in grid 
consumption /kWh 
EL,PV2AC energy losses of path PV2AC /kWh 
EL,PV2BAT&AC,grid energy losses of path PV2BAT&AC when grid feed 
in takes place/kWh 
EL,PV2BAT&AC,HH energy losses of path PV2BAT&AC when no grid 
feed in takes place/kWh 
EL,PV2BAT&AC energy losses of path PV2BAT&AC /kWh 
EL,AC2BAT energy losses of path AC2BAT /kWh 
EL,PV&BAT2AC energy losses of path PV&BAT2AC /kWh 
EL,BAT2AC energy losses of path BAT2AC /kWh 
Esby,DC,PV standby consumption on the DC side of the PV in-
verter/PV input of the DC side of the inverter /kWh 
Esby,DC,BAT standby consumption on the DC side of the battery 
inverter/ battery input of the DC side of the in-
verter (DC-coupled system) /kWh 
Esby,AC,PV standby consumption on the AC side of the PV in-
verter (AC-coupled system) /kWh 
Esby,AC,BAT standby consumption on the AC side of the battery 
inverter (AC-coupled system) /kWh 
Esby,AC,INV standby consumption on the AC side of the inverter 
(DC-coupled system) /kWh 
Eperiph energy consumption of all peripherical components 
/kWh 
EL,MPPT MPP tracking losses /kWh 
EL,MPPT,grid MPP tracking losses when grid feed in takes place 
/kWh 
EL,MPPT,HH MPP tracking losses when no grid feed in takes 
place /kWh 
EffBAT battery efficiency /% 
EffSYS system efficiency /% 
EDC,BAT,dischg energy discharged from the battery /kWh 
EDC,BAT,chg energy charged in the battery /kWh 
EL,BAT losses of the battery /kWh 
EL,BAT,dischg losses of the battery during battery discharging 
/kWh 
EL,BAT,chg losses of the battery during battery charging /kWh 
ESC energy directly consumed by the system operator 
/kWh 
EFI energy fed onto the grid /kWh 
EDC,PV energy yield of the PV plant /kWh 
nref.d number of reference days per type of day of the VDI 
4655 classification 
all ref.d all reference days 
T true 
F false 
PAC,PV,l PV power with is not used to charge the battery 
/kW 
Psby,AC,BAT AC standby power of the battery inverter /kW 
PAC,sby,PV AC standby power of the PV inverter /kW 
PDC,PV DC PV power /kW 
PAC,PV AC PV power (AC-coupled system) /kW 
PDC,BAT DC battery power /kW 
PAC,BAT AC battery power (AC-coupled system) /kW 
PAC,INV power on the AC side of the inverter (DC-coupled 
system) /kW 
PSYS power of the whole PV home storage system /kW 
PLOAD load of the HH /kW 
PGRID power measured at the grid connection point /kW 
PDC,PV,t DC PV target power /kW 
PAC,CONS total AC power /kW 
PAC,CONS,PV total AC power supplied by PV /kW 
PAC,CONS,l AC power not covered by battery discharging /kW 
PGRID,PV excess PV power /kW 
Pperiph power consumption of all peripherical components 
/kW 
factgc,X grid consumption factor 
factgc,BAT,chg grid consumption factor battery charging 
factgc,BAT,dischg grid consumption factor battery discharging 
factgc,BAT2AC grid consumption factor of the path BAT2AC 
factgc,PV&BAT2AC grid consumption factor of the path PV&BAT2AC 
factgc,PV2BAT&AC,HH grid consumption factor of the path PV2BAT&AC 
when no grid feed in takes place 
factgc,AC2BAT grid consumption factor of the path AC2BAT 
factgc,sby,DC,BAT grid consumption factor standby consumption on 
the DC side of the battery inverter/ battery input of 
the DC side of the inverter (DC-coupled system) 
factgc,MPPT,HH grid consumption factor of MPPT losses when no 
grid feed in takes place 
Ucell,chg,max maximum cell voltage that occurs during the day 
being evaluated /V 
Ucell,max,t maximum cell voltage that has occurred during the 
complete reference day measurements /V 
Uth,max voltage offset for calculating a voltage threshold 
value above which the battery is considered fully 
charged /V 
Ucell,chg,t2 cell voltage values lower than Ucell,max,t - Uth,max /V 
Ucell,dischg,min minimum cell voltage that occurs during the day 
being evaluated /V 
Ucell,min,t minimum cell voltage that has occurred during the 
complete reference day measurements /V 
Uth,min voltage offset for calculating a voltage threshold 
value below which the battery is considered com-
pletly discharged 
Ucell,dischg,t2 cell voltage values higher than Ucell,min,t - Uth,min /V 
Ucell,t1 cell voltage at the time t1 /V 
t1 time during the measument 
n1 length of the data vector (measurement) being 
evaluated 
tUCell,dischg,min vector with the time when the battery is empty 
tUCell,ch,max vector with the time when the battery is full 
tfull,empty vector with the time when the battery is full or 
empty 
Seqfull,empty sequence with fully charged and discharged states 
during the day {0,1} 
t3 timestep of the vectors tfull,empty and Seqfull,empty 
n2 length of the vector Seqfull,empty 
PL,X power losses X that lead /kW   
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test environment. The power as well as the voltage and current are 
measured at various points by sensors integrated within the test en-
vironment. Results of various storage systems tested in the lab ac-
cording to the efficiency guideline have already been published by 
Messner et al. and Munzke et alii. The published results show large 
differences between the individual systems [8,15]. These measurements 
are very useful for comparing different system characteristics, but they 
cannot be used to determine efficiency and performance in real appli-
cations. In addition, Kairies et al. and Figgener et al. used the defini-
tions of the guideline and thus evaluated field measurement data 
[16,17]. However, since the load data and environmental conditions 
differ between the individual systems, this approach leads to less 
comparable results. Therefore, different approaches have been devel-
oped to evaluate the actual efficiency of the storage systems in the 
application and at the same time to ensure the highest possible com-
parability. One solution proposed is a simulation-based approach 
[9,18,19]. As input parameters, data sheet data determined on the basis 
of the efficiency guideline [13,14] are used. An ideal storage system 
without losses is compared with the real system. The simulation can be 
used to derive loss-induced increases in grid consumption and loss-in-
duced decreases in grid feed-in and thus calculate a performance index. 
A comparison of different storage systems using the above described 
method was published by Weniger et al. [20–22]. In a second approach, 
a reference profile of different typical days is measured in the lab. Both 
a reference load and a reference PV profile are defined. These profiles 
consist of a sequence of different typical days which occur within one 
year. Niedermeyer et al. [23] uses the measurement results to calculate 
three performance indicators. They comprise the energy conversion, the 
control quality and the achievable self-sufficiency. Depending on the 
result achieved, the storage systems are classified into categories A to E 
for each criterion. In comparison, Orth et al. [24] compare the mea-
surement results of a reference week with the simulation results of the 
corresponding ideal storage system and calculates a performance index 
based on loss-induced increases in grid consumption and loss-induced 
decreases in grid feed-in. In this paper, a more detailed approach is 
used, which applies reference profiles of individual days as described in  
[25]. The systems are compared on the basis of the system efficiency 
described in [8]. In order to show in detail where the greatest differ-
ences between the systems come from and where the greatest losses 
occur, the measurement results are analysed and compared with 
measssssurements according to the efficiency guideline. For this, how-
ever, simulation of the storage behaviour as described in other work 
[9,18,19] is not necessary. Finally, losses are compared from an en-
ergetic and an economic point of view. Individual studies have already 
considered the efficiency of storage systems more or less precisely, in 
simulation and for the dimensioning of storage systems. However, these 
do not serve the direct comparison of individual systems and system 
characteristics, but to illustrate the economic efficiency of storage 
systems as a function of different boundary conditions [26,27]. The 
present work shows a large overview of different systems, which were 
all operated in the same way in the laboratory. Thus the described 
methodology is validated on the basis of a large data base. 
Table 1 shows an overview over the literature available in the 
context of performance evaluation of PV home storage systems. 
2. Method 
2.1. Storage systems under test 
The different test procedures were applied to 20 storage systems and 
the results analysed. 4 out of the 20 systems have either been taken out 
of operation for safety or EMC reasons or have already failed are de-
fective and were partly replaced. In order to present the results as 
clearly as possible, 12 systems with data sets that are as complete as 
possible were selected (see Table 2). The systems were bought between 
early 2016 and mid-2017 and are all systems with a Li-Ion battery. 
The usable battery capacity is defined as the capacity that is avail-
able to the system operator during normal operation. These values were 
determined using cycle tests according to [13] and represent the 
average of all cycles, i.e. the average value of the energy with which the 
battery was discharged. 
Table 2 also shows the rated output power of the power electronic 
components. These were also determined according to the efficiency 
guidelines [13]. 
Table 1 




Lab measurements Determination of individual losses using 
real profiles 
Comparison of the losses Validation of 
results  
Covered in the work Investigation of 












efficiency of the 
system in operation 
simulation based based on 
measurement data 




Covered [16,17] [13–15]  [9,18,20–22]  [9,18,20–22,24]  [9,18,20–22] 
Partially covered [10,11]  [23,24] [24]   [9,18,20–22,24] [15,24] 
Slightly covered   [12] [23] [10,11,23] [10,11]  [10,11] 
Current paper   x  x x x x    
Table 2 
Overview of capacity and rated output power of storage systems under test.               
System A B C D E F G H I J K L  
Topology AC AC AC DC DC DC AC DC DC DC DC DC 
Usable battery capacity /kWh 4.0 3.7 2.3 4.4 2.0 4.6 3.9 3.8 4.6 3.0 3.8 4.3 
PBESS,nom (discharging) /PAC,nom (discharging) /kW 1.9 2.5 0.8 1.3 1.7 1.8 2.1 3.7 3.1 2.3 2.2 1.3 
PBAT,nom (charging) /kW 1.1 2.6 0.8 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 3.5 2.6 2.6 1.3 
PPV-INV,nom / PAC,nom (export) /kW 2.9 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.7 4.6 3.0 5.8 3.6    
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2.2. Measurement apparatus and system overview 
The home storage systems are tested within a Power hardware-in-the- 
loop test environment, as detailed specified in the Efficiency Guidelines for 
PV-storage Systems [13]. Load and PV generators are used to emulate the 
households and PV system, respectively, and both are controlled by a 
LabVIEW program, with a communication rate of 200 ms, for both data 
recording and setting new target values. The home storage systems them-
selves decide whether to charge or discharge the battery, depending on the 
direction of the power flows with respect to the grid. The power as well as 
voltage and current are measured by sensors integrated within the test 
environment. A schematic of an AC-coupled and a DC-coupled PV home 
storage system including possible power flows can be found in Fig. 1. The 
variables are used in the Eqs. (11) to (61). 
2.3. Input data and test procedure 
Reference day measurements require typical load and generation 
profiles as a data basis. For the tests described in this work, real PV data 
with a sampling rate of 1 Hz from the 1 MW solar-storage park at KIT's 
north campus were used. The data were recorded from an array with 
southerly orientation (0°) and an inclination angle of 30°, which cor-
responds to a typical house with south-facing pitched roof. The PV 
system size was chosen to be 3.5 kWp. In order to generate appropriate 
and reproducible load profile data for a single family household (HH) 
the VDI 4655 standard [28] was used. It describes 10 different types of 
reference days during the year that make up the synthetic year. The 
reference household upon which the results in this work are based has 
an annual electricity consumption of 4200 kWh and corresponds to a 
five-person household in the VDI 4655 classification. The load profile 
stems from region 12 of the VDI 4655 profiles, which matches the lo-
cation where the PV data was sourced (Karlsruhe), and the data has a 
sampling time of one minute. To validate the results, measured load 
data from the “ADRES-CONCEPT” research project [29] at TU Wien 
were employed. In this project the load data of 30 different Austrian 
single-family households were recorded at 1 Hz for one winter and one 
summer week. The households 06, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25 und 29, 
with an extrapolated annual consumption of between 2979 - 5399 kWh 
(see Table 3), were chosen for this study. To ensure that the batteries’ 
initial state of charge (SOC) at the beginning of the day correspond with 
the final SOC at the end of the day, three identical reference days were 
measured in a row where the first day of measurements served as a form 
of calibration of the SOC (test 1). In the case of test 2, the last day of the 
week was used as the calibration day and then the whole week was 
measured. Furthermore, the measurements were started shortly before 
sunrise with an empty battery. Subsequently, only the days on which 
the battery voltage difference between the start and end of the mea-
surement was almost identical were included in the evaluation of the 
data. As mentioned, additional measurements according to the Effi-
ciency Guidelines version 2 were carried out. 
2.4. Evaluation of the measurements 
The reference day measurement procedure allows one to calculate 
the following quantities for each household:  
• Average efficiency of both the battery (EffBAT) as well as the PV 
home storage system as a whole (EffSYS) (Eqs. (1) to (4)).  
• Losses per year in kWh as well as in € due to conversion losses, 
standby consumption and battery efficiency 
For test 1 these quantities can be calculated for a synthetic year 
using Eqs. (1), (3) and (5) to (61) below. The parameter nref.d represents 
the number of reference days per type of day for region 12 (Karlsruhe) 
of the VDI 4655 classification. Ten different type days are described, 
four winter days, four transition days and two summer days. Four out of 
the ten days are holidays. In addition they vary between clear and 
cloudy days. In the following the subscript “d” stands for the evaluation 
of one reference day. 
2.4.1. System and battery efficiency 
EDC,BAT,dischg,d describes the energy discharged during one reference 
Fig. 1. Schematic of an AC-coupled (left) and a DC-coupled (right) PV home storage system including possible power flows and the corresponding symbols.  
Table 3 
Test criteria for the reference day measurements.      
Test 1 Test 2  
Load data VDI 4655 - TRY 12 [28] Household 06, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25 und 29 from the “ADRES- 
CONCEPT“ project [29] 
Annual electricity consumption/ persons per household 4200 kWh / 5 persons ∼ 2979 - 5399 kWh 
PV data 5 different days corresponding to the load 
reference days 
7 summer & 7 winter days 
PV system size 3.5 kWp 3.5 kWp    
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day (measured on the DC side) and EDC,BAT,chg,d the energy stored 
within the battery. ESC,d is the energy directly consumed by the system 
operator per day, EFl,d the energy fed into the grid per day and EDC,PV,d 
the energy yield of the PV plant per day. For test 2 the results were 







all ref.d DC,BAT,dischg,d ref.d















all ref.d SC,d FI,d ref.d
all ref.d DC,PV,d ref.d (3)  
= +Eff E E
E
( ) ·100 %,SYS
SC FI
DC,PV (4)  
2.4.2. Overview of the different losses during operation 
Losses (EL) during operation include, among others, conversion losses, 
battery efficiency losses (EL,BAT), MPP tracking losses and standby con-
sumption. The higher the losses are, the lower the system efficiency. Table 4 
gives an overview of the different losses for AC- as well as for DC-coupled 
systems. While losses that occur during charging are marked with "chg", 
losses that occur during discharging are marked with "dischg". The addi-
tional labelling of the losses with AC and DC indicates whether the losses 
occur on the DC or AC side of a component. Losses can either lead to less 
grid feed-in “e” or to an increased grid consumption “gc”. Losses without 
additional labelling only lead to an increase in grid consumption. While 
"sby" stands for consumption in standby mode, "periph" stands for periph-
eral consumption. The latter includes, for example, the consumption of the 
current sensor, the energy manager or a consumption of the BMS which is 
covered from the AC side. A detailed explanation of the conversion paths 
can be found in points 2.4.5 and 2.4.7. 
To find out which losses (L) have the largest influence on the system 
efficiency and the resulting total cost, the individual losses are calcu-
lated for each reference day. Based on the results they are extrapolated 
for the whole reference year (y) by using Eq. (5). X stands in this case as 
a placeholder for the different losses. The calculation methodology for 
the different losses is explained below. 
While the electricity price in Germany is 30.46 cents/kWh (April 
2019) [30], the feed-in tariff is 9.87 cents/kWh (January 2020) [31]. 
The calculated energetic losses can thus be translated into an annual 
monetary loss. 




2.4.3. Battery efficiency 
The losses in the battery occur during both charging (EL,BAT,chg) and 
discharging (EL,BAT,dischg). To calculate these, Eqs. (6) and (9) are used. It is 
assumed that the efficiency during charging is the same as during dis-
charging. However, since the amount of energy required for charging is 
higher, the resulting losses are higher. In order to be able to determine 
whether losses during battery charging and discharging lead to a higher grid 
consumption or a reduced grid feed-in, it must be known whether the 
battery is fully charged or discharged during the day, and if so, when. The 
corresponding method is shown in Fig. 2. The battery voltage is 
Table 4 
Overview of the losses that occur and their categorisation as losses that lead to 
an increased grid consumption or a reduced grid feed-in.        










grid feed in  
Battery efficiency EL,BAT,chg,gc EL,BAT,chg,e EL,BAT,chg,gc EL,BAT,chg,e 
EL,BAT,dischg,gc EL,BAT,dischg,e EL,BAT,dischg,gc EL,BAT,dischg,e 
Power conversion EL,PV2AC,gc EL,PV2AC,e EL,PV2AC,gc EL,PV2AC,e 
- - EL,PV2BAT&AC,gc EL,PV2BAT&AC,e 
EL,AC2BAT,gc EL,AC2BAT,e EL,AC2BAT - 
- - EL,PV&BAT2AC,gc EL,PV&BAT2AC,e 
EL,BAT2AC,gc EL,BAT2AC,e EL,BAT2AC,gc EL,BAT2AC,e 
Standby Esby,DC,PV - Esby,DC,PV - 
Esby,DC,BAT,gc Esby,DC,BAT,e Esby,DC,BAT,gc Esby,DC,BAT,e 
Esby,AC,PV - Esby,AC,INV - 
Esby,AC,BAT,gc Esby,AC,BAT,e 
Eperiph,gc Eperiph,e Eperiph,gc Eperiph,e 
MPP tracking EL,MPPT,gc EL,MPPT,e EL,MPPT,gc EL,MPPT,e    
Fig. 2. Flowchart for calculating whether the battery is fully charged or discharged during the day and a grid consumption factor (factgc) for a certain loss during 
battery charging or discharging. 
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continuously measured and recorded during operation. Since the battery 
configuration of the individual systems is known, the Open Circuit Voltage 
(OCV) per cell can be determined as described in [6] for systems based on 
NMC cells. For all other cell chemistries only the single cell voltage is de-
termined, since only incomplete measurement results are available for the 
internal resistance determination of all other cell chemistries. UCell,max,t (see  
Fig. 2) is the maximum cell voltage that has occurred during the complete 
reference day measurements. UCell,t1 in contrast is the cell voltage during the 
course of the day. Uth,max is determined individually for each system and 
varies between 0.01 V and 0.1 V depending on how much the cell voltage 
fluctuates when the battery is fully charged. If Uth,max is subtracted from 
UCell,max,t, a limit value can be determined at which the battery is still 
considered full. To determine whether the battery is completely discharged, 
the same procedure is used, except that Uth,min is added to UCell,min,t and not 
subtracted. UCell,chg,max is the maximum cell voltage that occurs during the 
day being evaluated if the battery is fully charged. Therefore, UCell,chg,max is 
changed to a value not equal to zero on days when the battery is fully 
charged. The same applies to a completely discharged battery and the value 
UCell,dischg,min. A grid consumption factor (factgc,X) is used to calculate which 
percentage of the respective losses lead to a higher grid consumption or to a 
lower grid feed-in. This factor is then multiplied with the respective losses. 
On days when the battery is not full, this factor is set to 1, as this energy 
could have been used to cover the HH load. The opposite is true for days on 
which the battery is only fully charged but not completely discharged. Here 
the respective losses only lead to a reduction in grid feed-in. Thus factgc,X is 
set to 0. The determination is somewhat more complicated on days where 
both occur. Based on the knowledge of the time during the day when the 
battery is completely charged or discharged, a sequence Seqfull,empty is cre-
ated, which represents the fully charged and discharged states during the 
day. Where 0 stands for an empty battery and 1 for a fully charged one. In 
parallel to this, the respective time for each event is stored in the vector 
tfull,empty. All losses that take place between the states 1 and 0 as well as 0 
and 0 lead to an increase in the grid consumption, since this energy could 
have been used to cover the load later. Losses that take place between the 
states 0 and 1 as well as 1 and 1 lead to a reduction in grid feed-in as a 
reduction would only lead to more energy being fed in later during the day. 
The factgc,X is then calculated from the ratio of the losses that lead to an 
increase in grid consumption to the total losses. For the losses occurring 
during battery charging this is for example determined from the ratio be-
tween energy with which the battery is charged, which leads to an increase 
in the grid consumption, to the total energy with which the battery is 

















=E E E fact( )·(1 )L,BAT,dischg,e,d L,BAT,d L,BAT,chg,d gc,BAT,dischg,d (8)  
=E E E fact( )·L,BAT,dischg,gc,d L,BAT,d L,BAT,chg,d gc,BAT,dischg,d (9)  
The Eqs. (6) to (9) can then be used to calculate battery losses 
during charging and discharging. This last part of the methodology can 
also be used to evaluate the losses over several days, such as the ADRES 
load data. 
The above decribed procedure does not take into account whether 
the battery would have been fully charged if the losses had not 
occurred. The determined monetary losses may be overestimated. 
However, taking this issue into account is relatively complicated and 
would lead to more inaccuracies. Furthermore, the influence only plays 
a role on days with average PV production and the influence on the 
results is relatively limited. 
2.4.4. MPP tracking losses 
MPP tracking losses can be calculated acording to Eq. (10). PDC,PV,t is the 
target PV power. Some systems have very high MPP tracking efficiencies. 
Due to measurement inaccuracies, values greater than 100 % may be de-
termined. To obtain more reasonable values in cases where the MPP 
tracking efficiency exceeds 99.9 %, the calculated MPP losses are filtered. 
The home storage systems are operated with a constant PV voltage for the 
measurements described. An average value can be calculated from the 
measured PV voltage values at times when the PV system generates power. 
To filter the power values (MPP tracking losses), it has proven to be useful 
to filter all power losses at times when the measured PV voltage deviates by 
less than 5 % from the average PV voltage. 
= >P P P Pif 0L,MPPT DC,PV,t DC,PV DC,PV,t (10)  
2.4.5. Power conversion DC 
According to the efficiency guideline [14], DC-coupled systems have the 
following three well assignable power paths: PV power conversion from DC 
to AC (PV2AC), battery charging (PV2BAT) and battery discharging 
(BAT2AC). In some systems, the path AC2BAT (battery recharging from the 
grid) also occurs. In addition to these pure paths, mixed operation also takes 
place during operation. This includes the paths PV&BAT2AC (PV feed-in 
with simultaneous battery discharge) and PV2BAT&AC (PV feed-in with 
simultaneous battery charge). To calculate the losses in real operation, the 
operating states are determined at any time and the losses are then assigned 
to the paths. The same applies to the standby states in chapter 2.4.6. Since 
measured values never really become zero, the individual powers are fil-
tered to determine the operating states. This is indicated in Eqs. (11) to (34) 
by the suffix "f". For filtering, a moving average over 600 values (2 min) and 
a subsequent filtering around zero with ± 25 W has proven to be suitable 
for DC systems. A further reason for filtering is that often, for example for 
legal reasons, a light grid feed-in takes place although there is no excess 
power. If the measured values were not filtered, a clear assignment of the 
states would not be possible. Losses that occur as soon as excess PV power is 
fed into the grid only lead to a reduction in grid feed-in. Losses in the 
PV2AC path (EL,PV2AC) as well as in the PV2BAT&AC path (EL,PV2BAT&AC) can 
therefore both lead to an increase in grid consumption (gc) (see Eqs. (12),  
(14) and (16)) as well as to a reduction in grid feed-in (e) (see Eqs. (11) and  
(13) to (15)). Whether losses of the PV2BAT&AC path actually lead to an 
increase of the grid consumption as long as no excess power is fed into the 
grid again depends on whether the battery is completely charged and or 
discharged on the corresponding day and when they occur. The same ap-
plies to the conversion losses of paths BAT2AC (EL,BAT2AC) (see Eqs. (18),  
(21) and (22)) and PV&BAT2AC (EL,PV&BAT2AC) (see Eqs. (17), (19) and  
(20)). The method described in Section 2.4.3 is also applied here 
with one exception (see Eqs. (15) and (16)). On days when the battery will 
be both fully charged and fully discharged, the factors factgc,PV2BAT&AC,HH,d, 
factgc,PV&BAT2AC,d and factgc,BAT2AC,d represent the ratios of the losses that 
lead to an increase in grid consumption to the corresponding total losses of 
the respective path. Losses of the conversion path AC2BAT (EL,AC2BAT) al-
ways lead to an increase in grid consumption in DC-coupled systems, since 
this means recharging the battery at times when no PV power is available 
(see Eq. (23)). An explanation of the power values and their sign convention 
can be found in Fig. 1. 
= + > = <E P P if P P P P0 & 0 & 0 & 0L,PV2AC,e,d DC,PV AC,INV DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f Grid,f (11) 
= + > = < <E P P if P P P P0 & 0 & 0 & 0L,PV2AC,gc,d DC,PV AC,INV DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f Grid,f (12) 
= + + > < <E P P P if P P P P0 & 0 & 0 & 0L,PV2BAT&AC,grid DC,BAT DC,PV AC,INV DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f Grid,f (13) 
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2.4.6. Standby DC 
In DC-coupled systems, standby consumption, whether it occurs on the 
AC side or at the PV input on the DC side, always leads to an increase of grid 
consumption (see Eqs. (30) and (31)). Standby consumption at the battery 
input of the DC side can again lead to both, an increase of grid consumption 
as well as a reduction in grid feed-in. This also depends on whether the 
battery is completely charged or discharged during the day. The procedure 
described in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.5 is applied for the determina-
tion. In DC-coupled systems, standby consumption, whether it occurs on the 
AC side or on the DC side, always leads to an increase of grid consumption 
(see Eqs. (28) to (31)). The consumption of peripheric components is not 
separately measured, but can be determined from the three sensors PAC,INV, 
PLoad and PGrid. As long as excess power is fed into the grid and the battery is 
not discharged, the consumption of peripheric components only leads to a 
reduced grid feed-in. 
2.4.7. Power conversion AC 
AC systems have three conversion paths: battery charging (AC2BAT), 
battery discharging (BAT2AC) and PV power conversion from DC to AC 
(PV2AC).The losses occurring in the paths can lead to a higher grid con-
sumption as well as to a reduced grid feed-in. For the losses of the PV2AC 
path, this can be determined by the PV power fed into the grid (PGRID,PV) 
(see Eqs. (40) and (41)). As soon as PV power is fed into the grid, losses 
during power conversion only lead to a lower grid feed-in. For better 
comprehensibility, a part of the loss calculation is represented by a flow-
chart (see Fig. 3). Here, (T) means true and (F) means false. The calculation 
of PGRID,PV as well as the total AC power supplied by PV (PAC,CONS,PV) is 
represented by Fig. 3. For the same reason as for DC-coupled systems, 
PGRID,PV needs to be filtered to determine whether PV excess power is fed 
into the grid or not. This is respectively indicated by the suffix "f" for filtered 
(see Eqs. (40) and (41)). For filtering, a moving average over 600 values (2 
= + + > < < <E P P P if P P P P0 & 0 & 0 & 0L,PV2BAT&AC,HH DC,BAT DC,PV AC,INV DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f Grid,f (14) 
=E E fact·L,PV2BAT&AC,gc,d L,PV2BAT&AC,HH gc,PV2BAT&AC,HH,d (16) 
= +E E E fact·(1 )L,PV2BAT&AC,e,d L,PV2BAT&AC,grid L,PV2BAT&AC,HH gc,PV2BAT&AC,HH,d (15) 
= + + > > <E P P P if P P P0 & 0 & 0L,PV&BAT2AC,d DC,BAT DC,PV AC,INV DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (17) 
= + > <E P P if P P P0 & 0 & 0L,BAT2AC,d DC,BAT AC,INV DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (18) 
=E E fact·L,MPPT,gc,d L,MPPT,HH gc,MPPT,HH,d (27) 
=E E fact·(1 )L,PV&BAT2AC,e,d L,PV&BAT2AC,d gc,PV&BAT2AC,d (19) 
=E E fact·L,PV&BAT2AC,gc,d L,PV&BAT2AC,d gc,PV&BAT2AC,d (20) 
=E E fact·(1 )L,BAT2AC,e,d L,BAT2AC,d gc,BAT2AC,d (21) 
=E E fact·L,BAT2AC,gc,d L,BAT2AC,d gc,BAT2AC,d (22) 
= + < >E P P if P P P0 & 0 & 0L,AC2BAT,d AC,INV DC,BAT DC,PV,f DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (23) 
= <E P if P P P0 & 0 & 0L,MPPT,grid L,MPPT DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f Grid,f (24) 
= < <E P if P P P0 & ( 0 0)L,MPPT,HH L,MPPT AC,INV,f Grid,f DC,BAT,f (25) 
= +E E E fact·(1 )L,MPPT,e,d L,MPPT,grid L,MPPT,HH gc,MPPT,HH,d (26) 
= >E P fact if P P( )·(1 ) 0 & 0sby,DC,BAT,e,d DC,BAT gc,sby,DC,BAT,d DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (28) 
= >E P fact if P P( )· ) 0 & 0sby,DC,BAT,gc,d DC,BAT gc,sby,DC,BAT,d DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (29) 
=E P if P P0 & 0sby,DC,PV,d DC,PV DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (30) 
=E P if P P0 & 0sby,AC,INV,d AC,INV DC,BAT,f AC,INV,f (31) 
= + +E P P Pperiph,d Grid AC,INV Load (32) 
= + + < >E P P P if P P P0 & 0 & 0periph,e,d Grid AC,INV Load Grid,f DC,BAT,f DC,PV,f (33) 
=E E Eperiph,gc,d periph,d periph,e,d (34) 
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the calculation of the total AC power (PAC,CONS,PV) supplied by PV and of the excess PV power (PGRID,PV).  
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min) and subsequent filtering around zero with ± 75 W for AC systems has 
proven suitable. 
The decision criterion for AC2BAT (EL,AC2BAT,d) as well as BAT2AC 
(EL,BAT2AC,d) conversion losses is exactly the same as for battery losses 
during battery charging. Here, as well, the decision depends on whether or 
not the battery becomes fully charged and or completely discharged on the 
corresponding day. For the determination the procedure described in  
Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.5 as well as Eqs. (42) to (47) are used. 
= <P P if P P0 & 0AC BAT DC BATsby,AC,BAT AC,BAT , , (35)  
= + +P P P Pperiph Grid SYS Load (36)  
= + +P P P PAC,CONS LOAD sby,AC,BAT periph (37)  
=P P PAC,CONS,l AC,CONS AC,BAT (38)  
=P P P PAC,PV,l AC,PV AC,BAT sby,AC,BAT (39)  
=E P P if P 0L,PV2AC,e,d DC,PV AC,PV GRID,PV,f (40)  
= > > <E P P if P P P0 & 0 & 0L,PV2AC,gc,d DC,PV AC,PV DC,PV AC,PV GRID,PV,f
(41)  
= > >E P P if P P0 & 0L,BAT2AC,d DC,BAT AC,BAT DC,BAT AC,BAT (42)  
= < <E P P if P P0 & 0L,AC2BAT,d AC,BAT DC,BAT DC,BAT AC,BAT (43)  
=E E fact·(1 )L,BAT2AC,e,d L,BAT2AC,d gc,BAT2AC,d (44)  
=E E fact·L,BAT2AC,gc,d L,BAT2AC,d gc,AC2BAT2AC,d (45)  
=E E fact·(1 )L AC BAT dL,AC2BAT,e,d , 2 , gc,AC2BAT,d (46)  
=E E fact·L,AC2BAT,gc,d L,AC2BAT,d gc,AC2BAT,d (47)  
= >E P if P P0 & 0L,MPPT,grid L,MPPT DC,PV,t GRID,PV,f (48)  
= > <E P if P P0 & 0L,MPPT,HH L,MPPT DC,PV,t GRID,PV,f (49)  
= +E E E fact·(1 )L,MPPT,e,d L,MPPT,grid L,MPPT,HH gc,MPPT,HH,d (50)  
=E E fact·L,MPPT,gc,d L,MPPT,HH gc,MPPT,HH,d (51)  
2.4.8. Standby AC 
In AC systems, standby consumption can occur on both the AC and 
the DC side of the PV as well as of the battery inverter. Standby con-
sumption on the DC side of the PV inverter leads to an increased grid 
consumption. While standby consumption on the DC side means that 
the PV power is no longer available to cover the load and thus increases 
grid consumption, AC standby consumption of the PV inverter directly 
leads to a higher grid consumption. Standby consumption on the DC 
side of the battery inverter can again lead to both an increase of grid 
consumption as well as a reduction in grid feed-in. This again depends 
on whether the battery is completely charged or discharged during the 
day and when the standby consumption occurs. The procedure de-
scribed in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.5 is applied for the determi-
nation. Standby consumption on the AC side of the battery inverter and 
consumption of peripheral components can lead to both reduced grid 
feed-in and higher grid consumption, depending on whether they are 
covered by PV power or not. The way to determine the coverage by PV 
or grid is represented by Fig. 4 and Eqs. (52) to (61). It is assumed that 
the PV power first covers the HH load (PLoad), then the standby con-
sumption on the AC side of the battery inverter (Psby,AC,BAT) and then 
the consumption of all peripheral components (Pperiph). 
= > <E if P PP 0 & 0sby,DC,PV,d DC,PV DC,PV AC,PV (52)  
= > <E P if P P0 & 0sby,AC,PV,d AC,PV DC,PV AC,PV (53)  
= > <E P if P P0 & 0sby,DC,BAT,d DC,BAT DC,BAT AC,BAT (54)  
=E E fact·(1 )sby,DC,BAT,e,d sby,DC,BAT,d gc,sby,DC,BAT,d (55)  
=E E fact·sby,DC,BAT,gc,d sby,DC,BAT,d gc,sby,DC,BAT,d (56)  
=P P PAC,sby,PV AC,CONS,PV Load (57)  
=E Psby,AC,BAT,gc,d AC,BAT,gc (58)  
=E Psby,AC,BAT,e,d AC,BAT,e (59)  
=E Pperiph,gc,d periph,gc (60)  
=E Pperiph,e,d periph,e (61)  
3. Results of measurement and analysis 
3.1. Total system efficiency 
The efficiency of the entire home storage system over the course of a 
synthetic year can be determined from the reference day measurements 
(see test 1 in Table 3) using Eq. (3). Fig. 5 displays the results of 12 home 
storage systems: the system efficiencies (including losses from the PV in-
verter in the case of AC-coupled systems) are between 81.9 % and 94.1 %. 
Note that the system efficiency refers to the efficiency of the entire system, 
where losses due to direct use of PV power (both self-consumption and 
grid feed-in) have been taken into account. It is evident from Fig. 5, that 
there are major differences between the systems. In order to verify that 
similar system efficiencies are also achieved with different load data, 
further measurements with load data from the “ADRES-CONCEPT” project 
were carried out (see “test 2” in Table 3). The resulting efficiencies are 
shown in Fig. 5 on the right: The system efficiencies of VDI winter and 
summer days are compared with the corresponding results of the 9 dif-
ferent ADRES HH. The results were calculated using Eq. (4). In both 
measurements the same PV data was used. The min and max values of the 
errorbars (Fig. 5 right panel) show the min and max values determined for 
the 9 ADRES HH. In each case the mean value is represented by the dot in 
the same colour as the bars. For all storage systems the results of the re-
ference days lie within the range of the results of the ADRES HH, in most 
cases they are even closer to the mean value. Thus it can be stated that the 
reference day measurements are quite representative with regard to 
system efficiency. The complete data set of 9 ADRES HH is available for all 
systems except system C (2) and L (6). 
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the calculation of the AC standby power of the battery 
(PAC,sby,BAT) and the peripheral consumption (Pperiph), both either supplied by 
PV (e) or the grid (gc). 
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High system efficiency is primarily achieved on days with high ir-
radiation (for example clear summer days), since in this case the power 
electronics operate in a high-efficiency range, which directly effects the 
efficiency as a whole (see [8] and Fig. 5 right panel). For this reason, 
efficiencies are always higher in summer (in the northern hemisphere) 
than in winter. Munzke et al. [8] also mention that efficiencies on 
holidays/Sundays might be slightly higher than those of weekdays, 
since more PV energy is directly consumed rather than having to be 
stored for later use, reducing the losses due to energy conversion. 
System efficiency is mainly influenced by losses due to conversion 
efficiency, battery efficiency and standby consumption. Furthermore, 
system sizing has an influence on system efficiency. Above all the 
usable battery capacity and the size of the power electronics, and their 
relation to the load and generation power profiles. The different aspects 
will be more closely examined in the following sections. 
3.2. Influence of battery efficiency and capacity (system sizing) on the total 
system efficiency 
The battery efficiency of the systems varies between 78.4 % and 
99.0 % for the reference year (see Fig. 6 left panel). The very low 
battery efficiency of 78.4 % is due to the fact that a DCDC inverter is 
integrated in the battery itself. The corresponding battery efficiencies of 
the ADRES HH are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. Again, a large 
overlap of the results of the VDI reference summer and winter days and 
the ADRES HH is observed. 
It is interesting to note that there is no noticeable effect of usable 
battery capacity on battery efficiency (see Fig. 7 upper panel), which is 
due to the fact that batteries within households are operated at a re-
latively low power or C-rate. For both the reference household and the 
ADRES HH, the C-rate is between 0.08C and 0.41C for charging and 
0.03C and 0.30C for discharging, depending on the strorage system. A 
more detailed analysis has been done in a previous paper of the authors  
[8]. Furthermore, cycle tests according to the efficiency guidelines re-
vealed that for most of the systems, the influence of the magnitude of 
the charge and discharge powers on the battery efficiency has a similar 
effect: the smaller the power value, the larger the battery efficiency [8]. 
The usable battery capacity however influences the energy charged 
and discharged within the battery during one year, as shown in the 
panel in the center of Fig. 7. Nevertheless the energy losses and the 
resulting economic losses mainly depend on the efficiency of the battery 
and not on its capacity (see Fig. 8). Thus no functional correlation can 
be observed in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The influence of the efficiency 
of the batteries on battery losses occuring in real operation is therefore 
Fig. 5. Comparison of the total system efficiencies for the systems A to L, measured for a reference five-person household with an annual electricity consumption of 
4200 kWh. 
Fig. 6. Comparison of the battery efficiencies for the systems A to L, measured for a reference five-person household with an annual electricity consumption of 4200 
kWh. 
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much greater than the influence of the capacity of the batteries. 
Apart from the quality of the cells themselves, the battery efficiency 
is to a large extent influenced by the amount of power the battery 
management system (BMS) requires and whether it is powered out of 
the battery itself. In addition, the general layout of the battery affects its 
efficiency. However, a detailed analysis of these influencing factors was 
not subject of the present study. 
The monetary losses per year for the systems under test range from 
€2 to €40 and are calculated according to Eqs. (6)–(9). 
3.3. Influence of individual power flow path efficiencies and yearly power 
flow distributions 
Fig. 9 (left panel) shows the energy losses of the different power 
conversion paths for the 12 different home storage systems under 
evaluation determined according to Eqs. (11) to (23) for DC systems 
and (40) to (44) for AC systems. It is evident that there are very large 
differences between the systems. The differences are particularly high 
in the cases of charging and discharging. The energy losses of the best 
system regarding conversion efficiency are 72.9 % lower than the losses 
of the worst system. The difference is even greater for monetary losses, 
with 76.0 %. Already the conversion losses of the paths PV2AC and 
PV2BAT&AC are as high in system I as the total conversion losses of 7 of 
the systems. Best performing in the comparison is a DC coupled system. 
At the same time, the worst performing systems are also DC coupled 
systems. Most AC-coupled systems are in the better midfield. This 
suggests that DC-coupled systems can be more efficient, however, the 
quality of the systems is very important. The amount of energy charged 
to or discharged from the battery is only 15 % to 30 % of the amount of 
energy converted by the PV inverter, depending on the system. 
Nevertheless, the sum of the energy losses during battery charging and 
discharging is higher than the losses of the PV power conversion. This 
can be observed quite well, for AC-coupled systems. 
As described, not all energy losses lead to equally high monetary 
losses. As can be seen in Table 5 and Fig. 9, there are shifts between 
energy and monetary losses concerning the impact of the individual 
losses on total losses. Losses that account for a high proportion of the 
system's total conversion losses (both energetic and monetary) per year 
are highlighted in red. In contrast, the losses with the least influence are 
highlighted in green. While, for example, the losses of the PV2AC and 
PV2BAT&AC paths make up the largest proportion of energy losses in 
most of the systems studied, their share of monetary losses is sig-
nificantly lower for most systems. This shift is the main reason why the 
systems J and L change their position in the ranking (see Fig. 9). The 
shift is caused by the fact that some losses lead to a reduction in grid 
feed-in while others lead to increased grid consumption. In PV home 
storage systems, the batteries are discharged mostly at night. On many 
days this results in an empty battery. The losses lead to an increase in 
Fig. 7. Losses in €/a as a function of the useable storage capacity, the energy charged and discharged during one year and the battery efficiency.  
Fig. 8. Battery losses of the reference year according to VDI 4655 as a function of battery efficiency for the systems A to L.  
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grid consumption, since the electricity can no longer be used to cover 
the household load. On the other hand, the charging process is followed 
by a full battery during the day on many days, especially in the summer 
months. The losses that occur here therefore only lead to a reduction in 
grid feed-in. Thus, similarly high energy conversion losses during 
charging and discharging lead to significantly lower monetary losses 
from the discharging process than from the charging process (see  
Table 5 and Fig. 9). The annual total losses due to conversion losses 
range between €33 and €137. 
Comparison of the path flow efficiencies battery charging and dis-
charging (see PV2BAT and BAT2AC in the left and right panels of  
Fig. 10, respectively) clearly shows that the systems show a large var-
iation in efficiency particularly under partial load. For powers above 
60 % of the nominal power the charging efficiencies range from 8.1 to 
7.4 percentage points, whereas the discharging efficiencies range from 
6.7 to 5.2 percentage points. 
A similar picture was already described in a previous work for the 
power conversion pathway PV2AC (direct feed-in of PV power) – the 
efficiencies at loads below 40 % of the inverter's nominal power are 
markedly more spread than at loads above this power level [8]. 
In order to better understand the influence of the path flow effi-
ciencies on the overall conversion efficiencies, it is useful to plot the 
efficiency curves against the output power of each specific power 
conversion pathway. If one in addition compares the distributions of the 
energy flows at different battery charge and discharge powers over a 
synthetic year, it is evident that a major proportion of the power flows 
lies below 1 kW. This ratio is significantly higher for discharging (see  
Fig. 11) than for charging (see Fig. 12). In the current case 44 % and 
72 % of the energy used to charge the battery and between 79 % and 
100 % of the energy drawn from the battery flows at powers below 
1 kW. This serves to further emphasise the importance of partial load 
efficiencies for the overall system efficiency. 
The system E that shows the lowest conversion efficiency losses over 
a synthetic year (see Fig. 9) shows the highest charge and discharge 
efficiencies throughout the entire power spectrum, as to be expected. At 
the same time the systems L and J show the second and third lowest 
conversion efficiency losses. System L has the second highest measured 
charging efficiency below approximately 1.0 kW for charging and 
below 0.5 kW for discharging. Above 1 kW, the charging efficiency of 
system J and L are in the same range. The systems F, I and K with the 
highest conversion losses (see Fig. 9) have the smallest charge and 
discharge efficiencies throughout the entire power spectrum. 
As a consequence of the context described above it is clear that the 
achievable system efficiencies do not only depend on the power elec-
tronic components and their efficiencies, but also on the load and PV 
generation profiles over the course of the year. To further demonstrate 
the importance of partial load efficiencies, Fig. 13 (left panel) shows the 
accumulated energy flows for the reference year as a function of the 
nominal power of the systems. The lower the curve of the systems, the 
smaller the systems and the higher their utilization at a high nominal 
power. Values above 1 mean that the system is operated in the overload 
range. This is usually only possible for a limited time. In comparison, 
the right panel of Fig. 13 shows the power up to which 80 % of the 
energy is discharged from the battery. The analysis includes both the 
reference days as well as the ADRES HH profiles. The mean values lie 
between 1 and 2 kW for both summer and winter day. 
In addition, an analysis of the residual power (difference between 
load and PV power) shows that a large proportion of the potential 
Fig. 9. Energy (left) and monetary (right) losses of the power conversion paths for a reference year according to VDI 4655 for the systems A to L.  
Table 5 
Comparison of the energy and monetary losses of the reference year due to power conversion of the different conversion paths (system A to L).   
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discharge powers (positive values) lie between 0 kW and 1 kW, whereas 
the potential charge powers (negative values) are more evenly dis-
tributed. The analysis was carried out for the 9 ADRES HH with an 
extrapolated annual consumption of between 2975 kWh and 5399 kWh 
(see Fig. 14). For the load distribution over the course of the year, both 
the summer and winter week were assumed as load for 6 months each. 
The size of the PV system for this study varied between 3.5 kWp and 
6.5 kWp. A larger PV system increases the charging powers, which at 
the same time means that the batteries would be fully charged earlier in 
the day on sunny summer and transition days. The fact that the char-
ging losses for the reference days considered in this paper are only 
slightly lower than the discharging losses (see Table 5 and Fig. 9), al-
though the energy distribution during charging is much more even (see  
Fig. 12), is related to the fact that the PV system has only 3.5 kWp. With 
a larger PV system, the distribution of the charging power also shifts 
towards a higher power. 
As mentioned for the households in this study, a large proportion of 
the load lies under 1 kW. More precisely, between 73.7 % and 75.4 % 
(66.2 % and 68.3 %) of the households’ consumption occurs at a power 
smaller than 1.5 kW (1 kW). As a consequence, it is advantageous for 
storage systems in household applications to be optimised in terms of 
their efficiency at partial load for the pathway BAT2AC (battery dis-
charge). A larger PV system hardly changes this proportion. A similar 
analysis for the reference day measurements from test 1 was already 
published by Munzke et al. [8]. The evaluation showed similar results. 
Fig. 10. Efficiency of the power conversion pathways and BAT2AC (battery discharging - left) PV2BAT (battery charging - right) as a function of the output power, 
for systems A to L. 
Fig. 11. Efficiency of the power conversion pathway BAT2AC (battery discharging) as a function of the input power (upper panel), as compared to the battery 
discharge power distribution over a synthetic year, for systems A to L. 
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Fig. 12. Efficiency of the power conversion pathway PV2BAT (battery charging) as a function of the output power (upper panel), as compared to the battery charge 
power distribution over a synthetic year, for the systems A to L (lower panel). 
Fig. 13. Accumulated energy flows for the reference year as a function of the nominal power of the systems (left) - Power up to which 80 % of the energy is 
discharged from the battery of the systems A to L (right). 
Fig. 14. Residual power distribution of the 9 households of test 2.  
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3.4. Standby losses 
Besides the effects of losses along the power conversion pathways 
one also needs to take into account the effect of standby consumption 
on storage system performance. 
The measurements performed according to the criteria in test 1 were 
used to extrapolate the energy drawn from the grid for a synthetic year: 
the monetary losses due to standby consumption work out to be be-
tween €1 and €46 per year (see Fig. 15). The calculation was done 
according to Eqs. (28) to (31) for DC-coupled systems and (52) to (59) 
for AC-coupled systems. 
In order to accurately determine the standby power it was measured 
according to the efficiency guidline. As can be seen in Fig. 16, the 
systems have widely varying standby consumption. Standby consump-
tion occurs either when the battery is full or empty.The required power 
is either provided by the battery (DC) or drawn from the grid (AC). 
Thus it can be divided in DC and AC standby power. A breakdown of the 
annual standby losses into AC and DC standby losses is shown in  
Fig. 17. In some systems the battery is decoupled from the power 
electronics in standby mode, preventing further discharge and to reduce 
standby consumption on the DC side of the storage system. Standby 
consumption for the systems under test varies between 0 W and 40.8 W 
with a full battery and between 0.1 W and 46.2 W with an empty 
battery (see Fig. 9 left panel). 
Furthermore, consumption occurs through so-called peripheric 
components on the AC side of the storage systems. As mentioned above, 
these include for example, the consumption of the current sensor, the 
energy manager or a consumption of the BMS which is covered from the 
AC side. The required power of each system is shown in Fig. 16 in the 
right panel. The extrapolated losses for one year, which were de-
termined using the reference day measurements, are shown in Fig. 17. 
They are labeled as PACperiph. 
3.5. Total losses 
The measurements with reference profiles allow the energy losses to 
be precisely determined for one year and also to assigne them to the 
specific categories. In total the systems show losses of 265 kWh- 
974 kWh per year (incl. MPP efficiency losses) (see Fig. 17 left panel). 
The resulting monetary losses vary between 44 €- 238 € per year. They 
are shown in the right panel of Fig. 17. There are very large differences 
between the systems. The results clearly show the potential for im-
provement of the individual systems. However, the largest energy and 
Fig. 15. Consumption (kWh) of the systems A to L in standby mode extrapolated for a year according to the VDI 4655 standard (left), yearly losses in standby mode 
(€) (right). 
Fig. 16. Standby consumption (kW) of the systems A to L measured when the battery was completely charged or discharged (left), peripheral consumption (right).  
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resulting monetary losses in all systems are due to conversion losses. 
While some systems show high losses due to a lower battery efficiency 
or standby consumption, they are almost non-existent in other systems. 
This suggests that losses due to battery efficiency and standby con-
sumption can be greatly reduced by further developments. This has 
already been confirmed for newer devices. In addition, only a few 
systems show MPP tracking losses. These mostly occur in DC-coupled 
systems from manufacturers who are not long-term experienced in the 
PV inverter industry. Therefore MPP tracking losses are another a good 
example for losses which can be further reduced in the future. 
Systems with high conversion losses usually also have very high 
total losses and thus low system efficiencies. System I is a good ex-
ample, even if the battery and standby losses are quite low, the system 
performs poorly in the overall comparison. System C is an exception to 
the above-mentioned rule – although it has a very high power con-
version efficiency it still ends up with average to high losses and a ra-
ther low system efficiency which in this case is due to the unusually low 
battery efficiency (see Fig. 5). 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Comparison of the results with other factors affecting performance of 
PV home storage systems 
In addition to the above-mentioned factors, the quality of the con-
trol algorithm and the control strategy also affect the system perfor-
mance. Investigations have already been carried out and published on 
the storage systems currently under investigation. The results listed in 
the following serve to facilitate the interpretation of the results pre-
sented in this paper. 
The control quality of the systems under test vary widely, specifi-
cally due to different durations of dead time and settling time in the 
control loop. A slow control algorithm with long dead times and/or 
settling times leads to an unnecessary exchange of energy with the grid. 
The measurements of the 12 systems under test show dead times of 
between <0.2 and 19.8 s and settling times of between 0.8 and 63.5 s. 
Monetary losses due to a slow control algorithm were reported to be up 
to €40 per annum [25,32], which is in the middle range of standby 
losses, in the upper range of battery efficiency losses and in the lower 
range of conversion losses. 
Another aspect to consider is the effect of the control strategy on 
battery aging. In the case of lithium-ion batteries as with most cell 
chemistries, aging is accelerated if the battery spends too much time at 
high SOC levels [33]. This can to a large extent be avoided by em-
ploying an intelligent control strategy that includes forecasts of load 
and generation. Munzke et al. [6] describe a methodology to determine 
the economic effects of different charging strategies. Using the metho-
dology described as well as the values given and applying the electricity 
costs of 30.46 cents and a feed-in tariff of 9.87 cents given in this ar-
ticle, losses of €41 to €295 [3] can be calculated over the lifetime of the 
systems. With the indicated lifetime of 7.6 and 14.6 years [6], the losses 
over the lifetime correspond to losses of between €3.7 and €22 per 
annum. How high the monetary effects are obviously depends on the 
charging strategy of the systems as well as the sensitivity of the bat-
teries towards a higher degradation at high SOC levels. Another benefit 
of controlled and intelligent charging is that the battery is not fully 
charged too early in the day, so that the excess power at midday can 
still be stored and does not have to be fed into the grid or even throt-
tled. Munzke et al. [6] calculate losses of 61.7 kWh and 104.2 kWh per 
annum due to an excess power limitation of the household to 70 % of 
the installed PV peak power. Using the current electricity price and the 
current feed-in tariff, these losses result in monetary losses of €5.8 to 
€10.3 per annum. 
Thus, monetary losses due to a bad control quality can be up to €40 
per year. Monetary losses due to a non-intelligent charging strategy can 
range between €3.7 and €22 per year due to increased battery aging 
and between €5.8 and €10.3 due to possible PV power throttling. 
Compared to these losses, however, the losses shown in this paper (see  
Table 6) can be in the same range, but are also significantly higher for 
most systems. Efficiency losses therefore represent the largest part of 
the losses and thus have the greatest influence on the performance of 
the PV home storage system. 
Fig. 17. Energy (left) and monetary (right) losses for a reference year using the VDI 4655 profiles.  
Table 6 
Annual energy and monetary losses.      
Loss kWh/a Loss €/a  
Standby consumption 2 to 55 1 to 46 
Battery efficiency 9 to 77 2 to 40 
Power electronics efficiency 180 to 664 33 to 137 
MPPT ∼1 to 296 1 to 81 
Losses of peripheric components 13 to 144 1 to 15    
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5. Conclusion and outlook 
The paper presents a methodology to compare the efficiency of 
storage systems under real operating conditions. For this purpose, so- 
called reference days are used. The PV home storage systems are all 
operated under the same conditions in the laboratory and are compared 
on the basis of their system and battery efficiency as well as on the basis 
of the occurring losses due to the battery losses, power conversion 
losses and standby consumption. The reference day measurements 
allow one to determine the possible monetary losses (in €/a) caused by 
each of the various factors. A method to calculate the losses is presented 
in this paper. The results of 12 storage systems are presented and 
analysed in detail to determine which losses have the greatest influence 
on the system efficiency and the economic viability of PV home storage 
systems. 
The system efficiency of the systems under test ranges between 81.9 
% and 94.1 %. It is mainly influenced by losses due to conversion losses, 
battery losses, standby consumption and losses of peripheric compo-
nents. The battery efficiency of the investigated systems is between 
78.4 % and 99.0 %. This leads to the annual losses listed in Table 6. 
How high the losses are depends mainly on the efficiency of the battery 
and not on its capacity. The largest energy and conversion losses in all 
systems are due to conversion losses (see Table 6). The losses of the 
PV2AC and PV2BAT&AC paths make up the largest porportion of en-
ergy losses in most of the systems studies. However, their share of 
monetary losses is significantly lower for most of the systems. Although 
the charging losses are only slightly lower than the discharging losses in 
terms of energy losses, they are significantly lower in terms of monetary 
losses. This is mainly due to the fact that losses of the conversion paths 
PV2AC, AC2BAT and PV2BAT&AC often only lead to a reduction in grid 
feed-in (9.87 cent/kWh), whereas losses during discharging (BAT2AC 
and PV&BAT2AC) mostly lead to an increase in grid consumption 
(30.46 cent/kWh). 
In addition it has been shown that the systems have largely differing 
efficiencies, especially under partial load. This has the largest impact 
for battery discharging, since a large proportion of the discharge power 
lies below 1 kW in household applications (for some systems up to 
100 %). Analysis of several different load profiles has confirmed that 
the same applies to other load profiles. For this purpose 9 ADRES HH 
were examined. Between 73.7 % and 75.4 % (66.2 % and 68.3 %) of the 
households’ consumption occurs at a power smaller than 1.5 kW (1 
kW). As a consequence, it is advantageous for storage systems in 
household applications to be optimised in terms of their efficiency at 
partial load for the pathway BAT2AC (battery discharge). Here, for 
example, SiC-based MOSFET converters could bring improvements  
[34]. 
While some systems show high losses due to a lower battery effi-
ciency, standby consumption, losses of peripheric components as well 
as MPP-tracking losses, they are nearly non-existent in other systems. 
This leads to the conclusion that these losses can be reduced by further 
development. 
The individual losses can be summed up to give a total loss which 
lies between €44 and €174 per annum excluding MPP-tracking losses 
and between €44 and €238 per annum including MPP-tracking losses. 
The analysed losses in this paper have a higher influence on 
monetary losses and therefore on the economic viability of PV home 
storage systems than losses due to a bad control quality or a non-in-
telligent charging strategy. However, how the charging strategy affects 
the efficiency of the system during charging and discharging has not yet 
been investigated. It may be part of further work. 
In order to be able to make a statement about the actual value of 
storage systems, further investigations between efficiency and the re-
sulting losses and actual investment costs and profits have to be carried 
out. This is however beyond the presented work and is a part of further 
investigations. 
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